Backport200  - Backport #9466
backport r44758, r44759 and r44760 (preserve class name/method name encoding error messages.)
01/30/2014 03:21 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

Description
I didn't confirm it is required on 2_0_0 yet. Just for memorandum.

Associated revisions
Revision e68cf6f5 - 02/15/2014 04:29 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r44758,r44759,r44760: [Backport #9466]

    object.c: error message encoding

    * object.c (convert_type, rb_convert_type, rb_check_convert_type),
    (rb_to_integer): preserve class name encoding error messages.

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_0_0@44987 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 44987 - 02/15/2014 04:29 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r44758,r44759,r44760: [Backport #9466]

    object.c: error message encoding

    * object.c (convert_type, rb_convert_type, rb_check_convert_type),
    (rb_to_integer): preserve class name encoding error messages.

History
#1 - 01/30/2014 03:25 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Subject changed from backport r44758 (preserve class name encoding error messages.) to backport r44758 and r44759 (preserve class name/method name encoding error messages.)

#2 - 01/30/2014 03:38 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Subject changed from backport r44758 and r44759 (preserve class name/method name encoding error messages.) to backport r44758, r44759 and r44760 (preserve class name/method name encoding error messages.)

add r44760. It contains a slight incompatibility in messages of NotImplementedError with broken object, but it's quite internal of interpreter. I think it's acceptable to backport it.

#3 - 02/15/2014 04:29 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset r44987.
merge revision(s) r44758,r44759,r44760: [Backport #9466]

    object.c: error message encoding

    * object.c (convert_type, rb_convert_type, rb_check_convert_type),
    (rb_to_integer): preserve class name encoding error messages.